Heartland Conference 2022-2025 Priorities
A Work in Process….

Financial Sustainability
A focus on developing sustainability for both the
local setting and the wider settings of the church

Faith Formation & Outdoor Ministry
A robust faith formation at every age and stage of life
feeding church vitality and vocational clarity arising
out of theological and spiritual depth and maturity,
with increasing utilization of Templed Hills.

Pastoral Preparation & Support
Addressing the realities of more part-time pastoral settings
and the reality of pastoral fatigue due to COVID.

Anti Racism
Empowering every setting of ministry to respond to
the call of Jesus Christ to build an anti-racist world.

Reimagining Church Vitality
Empowering vocational clarity and engagement
through context-specific training and support
and cross-conference networks of connection.

Organizational Clarity and Focus
Alignment of current practices with necessary
constitutional revisions and board development

Heartland Conference 2022 Priorities
Anti-Racism
What is the vision that needs to be articulated around this work so that we stay attentive and
accountable?
• Who should partner in articulating that vision?

Possible Contexts of Engagement

•
•
•
•
•

Conference Board of Directors
Heartland Anti-racism Network
Racial/ethnic empowerment committee
Local Congregations
Outdoor Ministries/Camp

Some Key Questions/Observations

• In what ways can and should the conference setting (conference/associations) lead by example?
• Concern about lack of diversity on the conference executive committee.
• Might there be helpful engagements partnering churches of different racial backgrounds to promote
understanding?
• Might the Racial/Ethnic Empowerment Committee be engaged to achieve better diversity on boards and in our
officers.
• How does the local congregation engage this work more robustly and own it for themselves?

Heartland Conference 2022 Priorities
Reimagining Church Vitality
A vital church is a church with vocational clarity (gifts and calling) and engagement formed and informed
by the heart and mind of Jesus Christ. It is spiritually grounded and engaged beyond itself in the world.
Possible Contexts of Engagement

•
•
•
•
•

Conference-wide Networks connecting and collaborating for vocational clarity, support and engagement
Congregational Pastors and other Leaders trained in interim (liminal) ministry work
Rural Context Churches
Churches with Part-time Pastoral Leadership
Outdoor Ministries/Camp

Some Key Questions/Observations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How do we think about vitality in a way that moves beyond numbers and moves to ministry?
How do we help form a new language that is honest about the realities of our situation?
What might it look like for churches to right-size their budgets, facilities, resources, etc.?
What is being developed in associations that could be shared across the full conference?
Where might there be programmatic collaboration (ie confirmation, VBS, or other engagements)?
How might Holy Rest (Sabbath) be engaged and encouraged for clergy and congregations?
How might we share stories for mutual support and encouragement across our various settings of ministry?

Heartland Conference 2022 Priorities
Organizational Clarity and Focus
Building on the outcomes of the past 20 months, it is now time to engage an alignment of the
practices which have evolved with our constitution and other policy documents while at the same
time engaging board leadership development and collaboration.
Possible Engagements

• Constitutional review and revision to align practice, priorities and effectiveness, Including assessment of
current constitutionally defined committees and their engagement or lack thereof.
• Board development as a spiritual practice - ongoing discernment
• Identify HR Chair and continue ongoing revision of HR manual, as needed.
Some Key Questions/Observations

• Are we at a point where we can affirm the model of Conference Board members being part of the governing
councils of each association?

Heartland Conference 2022 Priorities
Pastoral Preparation and Support
Two key dimensions of pastoral life have been identified: 1. A growing number of smaller
membership churches needing leadership by part-time leaders. 2. Ongoing fatigue and burnout
as a result of the continuing role of COVID (congregational pastors and chaplains)
Possible Engagements

A network for part-time leaders
A network for chaplains
Training of laypersons to take on responsibilities formerly handled by clergy
Possible gatherings of Members in Discernment (MIDS) on Conference-wide basis for Spiritual formation
and mutual encouragement
• Outdoor Ministries/Camp as a resource for retreats
•
•
•
•

Some Key Questions/Observations

• Is there any coordination or mutual learning related to multiple paths that might be helpful across association
settings?

Heartland Conference 2022 Priorities
Faith Formation and Outdoor Ministry
Healthy and robust faith formation at every age and stage of life feeds church vitality and
vocational clarity arising out of theological and spiritual depth and maturity.
Considerations for Engagement

Reimagining what we are doing in faith formation in every setting of church.
Rethinking how people think of faith formation.
Moving beyond simply the stories of faith...and moving into how the gospel engages life.
Focus on Adult Formation as a person formed for ministry/life
Expand on the work of the Faith Formation Network to also have a Spiritual Director Network, brining
together the work of head and heart
• Develop accessible curriculum for progressive faith formation informed by a wide range of cultural
contexts and life experiences.
• Engage the resources of our outdoor ministry program more robustly across our life.
•
•
•
•
•

Some Key Questions/Observations

• How will we tend the reality and gift of an increasingly aging population at large when it comes to faith formation?
• What about a youth ministry network that provides resources for deep theological and spiritual development?

Heartland Conference 2022 Priorities
Financial Sustainability
Financial Sustainability has to do both with local congregational sustainability and support of the wider
settings of the church, importantly including our Outdoor Ministry program and the resource of Templed HIlls

Considerations for Engagement

• Develop a model for generosity development that is comprehensive and year-round as an expression of
Christian discipleship – cultivating the generosity network to be both a resource to the members and
the wider conference.
• Rekindle the Hills Are Alive Campaign
• Develop a conference case statement for ministry interpretation and to begin work toward a feasibility
campaign
• Engage finance committee around streamlining our fund allocations while honoring donor intent.
• Develop long-range strategy related to Templed Hills site improvement and development
Some Key Questions/Observations

• What might be the possibility of developing a “friends of the conference” giving opportunity?

A Deeper Look at
Current and Potential
Ministries in Each Priority

Cloud Shapes indicate on
the horizon or inactive
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